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Hi, my name is Parker and I am going to tell you about my cats' life. My cats are Cookie Renee and Alexis Cream. We rescued them from the Humane Society. They are litter mates and dilute calico cats. Cookie has a frisky and funny “cat-onality”, whereas Cream is shy and cute. Cookie is black and brown like a cookie, and Cream is white and grey like cream. They have lots of nicknames like Cookie Wookie, Cooks, and Cookie Monster, or Creamy Weamy, Creamsicle, and Boo-Boo.
I feed my cats dry kibble once a day. Every once and a while I feed them wet food. Feeding is very important because you don't want them to starve. Water is also very important because they will not live without water. When they are good, I give them treats. Cookie looooves treats the most.
Litter is gross. Litter is where cats go to the bathroom. We have multiple boxes and me and my parents take turn cleaning out the litter. The cats are very messy. It is important to keep it clean so that they stay clean and healthy, and the house not smelly.
I like to play the laser with Cookie. I also like to bring Cream downstairs to play in my tent. I play cat fishing with the cats which is throwing the string and pulling it back for the cats to chase after it. My girls also chase me when I run and drag string behind me. When we are done playing, Cookie gives the best head boops to show she loves me. When she gives me head boops, I say “aww” and boop her back. Cream doesn't really like to cuddle.
Cats love sleeping! My cats sleep about 14 hours per day. Cookie and Cream sleep anywhere they want, but especially love to curl up on their favorite pillow. They also sleep in weird positions. When my cats sleep, I love to cuddle with them.
My cats are living a good life. They aren't only my best friends, they are my family! I love them and they love me!